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Introduction
Chiapas Zapatists in 1994, the Seattle battle in 1999 or the Peoples’ summit on climate and Mother
Earth’s rights (Cochabamba) in 20101 are a few examples of social movements, which had in common
the use of cyberspace. Diani defines a social movement as “networks of informal relations amidst a
plurality of individuals, groups and organizations who share a distinct collective identity and mobilize
resources on conflict-related topics, be they cultural or political”2. But how would cyberspace benefit
these social movements? How do these movements use the space induced by cyberspace? And which
challenges do they face? I will show here, that social movements use cyberspace, by presenting the
tools it offers, its protestation space and its limits.

I- An International Mobilization Vector
In general, information and communication technologies facilitate communication and information
sharing3. Among those, are the obvious Facebook and Twitter, but also Skype, Youtube, websites,
blogs, email, portable devices4, etc. Even China, despite its great firewall, has developed its own
media5.
Cyberspace allows national and international mobilization, helps logistic organization and contributes
to social movement financing. In the case of the Zapatists in Chiapas, Internet was “an important tool
in the spreading of information and support organization at an international scale”6. In fact, social
movements use the Internet to better coordinate and uphold mobilization efforts7. Finally, these
movements can use the Internet as a means to finance itself8.
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Cyberspace enables marginalized groups to express themselves more easily9, as participation costs
find themselves reduced10. Thus, Internet increases the scope of social movements11.

II- A Space for Free Speech
From the beginning of the Zapatist movement, activists turned to the Internet to organize discussion
forums12. Cyberspace then turned into an information-sharing tool for demonstrators and scholars13.
This exchange place enabled formal and informal education, especially among adults 14. The Internet
also plays a part in raising awareness for social causes. In addition, the Internet’s capabilities have
enabled the creation of alternative media, including Indymedia, which was created during the Seattle
protests (1995)15.
Through the creation of forums, cyberspace allows for the sharing of values, individual rights and
liberties16. The Internet can be seen as a “democratic space, due to its decentralized, composite and
open network nature”17. It then appears as a tool for equality and democratization18. But cyberspace
can also have the opposite effect. It can, for instance, foster authoritarianism, apply control over
citizens, through surveillance mechanisms, contribute to single-thought societies and therefore restrain
freedom of expression as in China19, among other places.
Cyberspace can take the shape of a protestation space, where social movements deploy activities such
as petitions or massive mail sending20. The space taken over by movements generates new
protestation21 spaces, where dissension can be channelled22. New technologies bring militants and
organizations closer to each other by increasing and facilitating exchanges23. In other words,
cyberspace represents an alternative place for identity expression and the constitution of international
solidarity.
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III- Which Challenges for Social Movements?
Proulx speaks of a “virtual community”24 to designate relations within cyberspace, but what is it really?
Individual activism and one-off engagements25 highlight social movements in cyberspace’s incapacity
to create long-lasting links between activists26. While it is easy to attract a large number of people
around a movement in a short period of time, the weakness of those links leads to their quick decay27.
Moreover, it remains difficult to establish whether the experience of direct communication can be
compared to “cyber-relations”28.
Several authors raise the question of the Internet’s accessibility: who can afford surfing on the web29
and how many inhabitants of poor countries or areas have access to cyberspace30? Even if the Internet’s
cost of use is rather low, the purchase of a computer is necessary, as is the maintenance and capacity to
use it31. The digital gap stresses the uneven Internet access between developing and developed
countries32.
In the real world, and in the immaterial one, where does freedom of expression stop? Even if
cyberspace represents a playground for free speech, that area is neither a right nor an obligation. This
judicial void allows for a space where anyone can share information without having to identify
himself33. One can therefore observe the importance of being able to create trusting relationships and
guaranteeing the authors’ credibility, among others, for the financing of social movements’ activities 34.

Conclusion
In 1994, when Zapatists occupied cyberspace, nobody predicted that social movements would benefit
this new space. Today, despite certain limits, militants around the world have found how to draw an
advantage of it, as a tool and as a forum to claim into. The Internet has therefore enabled the bettering
of traditional forms of activism35. Several authors, including Lessig36, focus on the problem of
regulating cyberspace and consider that freedom of expression will have to evolve in the coming years,
towards a new interpretation of authors’ rights, currently left behind by Internet practices, or towards
the multiplication of platforms and expression modes. Until then, cyberspace remains unavoidable for
social movements.
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